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Abstract-In this paper we give context for the special issue by providing a historical perspective on 
the evolution of practical artificial intelligence (Al), presenting the important techniques underlying 
modem AI application systems, discussing some of the important issues that must be confronted by any 
practical AI system, and showing where the various papers in the special issue fit in the spectrum of 
practical AI. 
I INTRODUCTION 
Practical applications of artificial intelligence (AI) are being evaluated for applicability to a 
variety of difficult problems which have previously resisted automation. Popular perceptions 
have taken AI research from an esoteric, long-term research area to one with imminent practical 
applications which cannot be ignored by anyone who wants to keep abreast of the “hi tech” 
juggernaut. It is the purpose of this special issue of Computers andMathematics with Applications 
to gather a representative sample of practical applications of AI in order to convey a balanced 
overview of what is currently possible in the way of AI applications. It is the purpose of this 
paper to give context for the special issue by providing a historical perspective on the evolution 
of practical AI, presenting the important techniques underlying modem AI application systems, 
discussing some of the important issues that must be confronted by any practical AI system, 
and showing where the various papers in the special issue fit in the spectrum of practical AI. 
2. THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BOOM 
Why is artificial intelligence such a hot topic right now? Some might argue that AI has 
finally started to build systems that can display human-level intelligence in some domains. But 
earlier AI systems have behaved with considerable sophistication. For example, an early “expert 
system” heuristic DENDRAL[ l] did chemical spectroscopy at the level of a human chemist 
and in fact marked an important shift to knowledge-rich problem solving. In this system the 
Stanford group identified a large number of problem instances, mostly of the diagnostic/clas- 
sification type, that are knowledge intensive and whose solution can be formulated as a series 
of decision making steps. This identification of a set of problems for which AI had useful tools 
is central to the development of “knowledge-based” expert systems for limited tasks and formed 
the branching point away from the quest for generality that characterised early AI. Also the art 
of “knowledge engineering” (informally codified techniques for knowledge extraction from 
teams of experts) slowly became refined-reducing development time for a first prototype. 
Game-playing programs which play checkers[2], chess[3] and other games as well as most 
humans were devised when AI was in its infancy. The SAINT system[4] used AI problem 
solving techniques to perform automatic symbolic integration. SAINT was a precursor to the 
development of the MACSYMA system[5] which is now widely used by mathematicians and 
physicists to simplify mathematical expressions. 
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Another argument for AI’s current prominence might be traced to AI’s undertaking practical 
issues. However, AI has always had its practical aspects, a fact that is often lost because so 
many of the ideas which started out in artificial intelligence are now considered basic to other 
areas of computing. It seems that every time something practical hasbeen developed in an AI 
context it has shortly thereafter ceased to be part of the AI mainstream. For example, early 
work on semantic networks[6,7] suggested hierarchical organizations of data that influenced 
the later development of various hierarchical database schemes[8,9]. Programming languages 
and systems have been highly influenced by ideas whose genesis can be traced to artificial 
intelligence. The early realization that artificial intelligence emphasised symbol manipulation 
more than number-crunching led to the development, in AI research laboratories, of symbol 
manipulation languages such as IPL-V[ lo] and LISP[ 1 I]. LISP is now a language widely used 
in implementing many AI systems, and has had substantial impact on programming language 
design more generally. 
In the early sixties AI researchers realized that the construction of large AI systems needed 
interactive design tools, and AI researchers were instrumental in the pioneering efforts to develop 
timesharing hardware and software. The early LISP environments were role models for the later 
construction of the integrated interactive programming environments (e.g. SMALLTALK[ 121) 
which are now so widely utilized in many areas of computing science. 
Artificial intelligence has spun-off, or at least influenced, entire areas of computing science 
inquiry. Pattern recognition was initially an integral part of AI (e.g. work by Uhr and Vossler[ 131 
and Selfridge and Neisser[ 141 was published in the definitive collection of early AI research, 
Computers axd Thought, by Feigenbaum and Feldman[ 15]), and seemed to separate from AI 
only in the mid-sixties after Paper-t and Minsky’s book Perceptrons[ 161 defined fundamental 
limits to the local recognition paradigm.? Automatic theorem proving had its roots in a couple 
of landmark AI papers also appearing in Computers and Thought (Gelemter’s geometry theorem 
prover[l7] and Newell et al.‘s logic theorist[l8]). Only with the development of Robinson’s 
resolution method1 91 did the field establish its own paradigm that subsequently separated it 
from the mainstream of AI research. Image processing, automatic programming, game playing, 
cognitive science, logic programming and computational linguistics all have strong historical 
ties to AI but now are considered by many of their practitioners to have only a loose affiliation 
with the field. 
Thus, the recent interest in AI is not a consequence of an abrupt flowering of the field 
into a position of influence, nor is it a consequence of AI’s suddenly having practical spin- 
offs. AI has always been influential and had spin-offs. Its recent prominence is a function of 
its having been perceived as influential and its having the potential to be practical. This perception 
has been aided by a number of factors, including the Japanese Fifth Generation project and its 
European and American counterparts (see Feigenbaum and McCorduck[20]), the burgeoning 
home and office computer market with its attendant need for more human-engineered systems, 
and the development of cheap, powerful hardware systems capable of providing the substantial 
computing resources that most AI systems require. 
3. TECHNIQUES UNDERLYING PRACTICAL ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 
In the previous section we illustrated how artificial intelligence has always had its practical 
aspects. This is not to say that it has remained unchanged. Over AI’s quarter century of existence, 
techniques have been invented that have made it possible to develop larger and better AI 
applications systems and to develop them much more rapidly than would have been the case 
t”Actually the history is more complicated than this. There was a struggle within AI between two groups: the 
“hardware + learning = AI” people who were hoping that finding basic hardware configurations (such as Perceptrons) 
to “model the brain” and modifying them to “learn” will deliver us the brain which will solve the AI problem; and 
another group which was committed to a more “symbolic”, higher level view of the problem (such as GPS, Gcometry- 
thcorcm prover, etc.), and Minsky’s book buried the former group. On the other hand quite independently, some 
engineering-oriented people started using statistical classification models to do some kmd of pattern recognition devices. 
and they made some sort of common cause with the perceptron people. Even in the middle 60’s, the people who did 
pattern recognition were qmte distinct from the people who called themselves AI people.“-personal communication 
from 13. Chandrasekaran. 
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in earlier years. The range of possible applications has been substantially enhanced as well, so 
much so that virtually no area of human expertise now seems immune from the clutches of Al. 
In this section some of these techniques are discussed and an indication is given as to what 
areas of expertise have been particularly influenced by what techniques. 
The most important development affecting practical AI was Newell’s invention of pro- 
duction systems[21]. A production system is essentially a set of pattern-action rules together 
with a control structure that decides which rule should be activated (“fire”) at any given time 
and a data memory in which results can be kept between rule activations. Programming in a 
production system architecture involves encoding everything into pattern-action rules. Execution 
then proceeds by cycling through the rules searching for rules whose patterns match incoming 
data or data in the data memory. The control structure then directs the execution of the action 
part of the most appropriate matching rule. The action part can input new data, can add to the 
data memory, can delete items from the data memory, etc., thus allowing the rule to have an 
impact beyond its activation. The whole process then repeats itself. 
Surprisingly, this simple architecture has provided the underpinnings for many well known 
“expert systems”, including MYCIN[22], EMYCIN[23], PROSPECTOR[24], RI [25], etc.: 
Apparently much high-level human expertise can be readily massaged into “if-then” rules 
which can be easily encoded as production rules. It is then relatively straightforward to add, 
modify, or delete rules when experience executing the rules reveals inadequacies in the system’s 
behaviour or in the expert’s understanding of his or her own expertise. The development of a 
rule-based expert system thus consists of the construction of a series of preliminary expert 
systems which eventually converge (it is hoped) on a system whose expertise matches a human 
expert’s capabilities. A considerable body of techniques, tips, and folklore has accumulated 
about how to construct an expert system, and much of this has been collected in the books 
Building Expert Systems[26] and A Practical Guide to Designirzg Expert Systems[27 1. 
Although the term “expert system” often refers to systems built using production system 
architectures, there have been many systems that exhibit expertise that have been built using 
other principles (e.g. DENDRAL[l], MACSYMA[S], etc.). There are also a number of areas 
of practical artificial intelligence to which the term “expert system” seems less appropriate. 
For example a variety of practical natural language “front-ends” to databases have been devised 
that are a consequence of work in natural language understanding. The LIFER system[28] uses 
a simplified augmented transition network formalism and a so-called semantic grammar in order 
to “understand” a wide variety of natural language queries to a relational databasej; The 
PLANES system[29] achieves a similar level of understanding using a more highly developed 
augmented transition network parser and special inference mechanisms. Many other natural 
language front-ends exist, and research continues to develop techniques to expand the naturalness 
of their interactions and quality of their responses (see Webber et a1.[30], Davidson]3 11, Kap- 
lan[32] and Kalita et a1.[33]). One example of a portable natural language front-end that can 
fit several commercially available databases is IRUS(341. 
It is perhaps important to consider also that the “knowledge base + inference engine” 
paradigm is not universally accepted. Challenges have been hurled at it which raise questions 
about the validity of that approach to knowledge-based systems. Most second generation work 
on expert systems raise issues about deep knowledge structures, see Chandrasekaran[35,36] for 
a discussion of these issues. 
Computer vision systems have reached a level of expertise which allow the automation of 
certain aspects of aerial and satellite photograph interpretation, that permit noise to be removed 
from digitized pictures, that can spot the meaningful parts of a microscopic image, that can 
interpret moving images, and so on. Potential applications range from automatically spotting 
forest blights or detecting the state of wildlife habitats through improving the image on home 
television screens or interpreting X-ray film of heart motion. The techniques used by computer 
vision systems have been developed in a slow and evolutionary way over the past twenty years. 
A veritable plethora of techniques now exists, including line-finding1371 and region-merging 
tStrictly speaking, the original Prospector architecture was an alternative to rules: networks of connections. 
!:The rules in the semantic grammar try to recognise entities with certain semantic properties rather than syntactic 
ones. This is done by incorporating much of the world knowledge of the domain into the grammar rules. 
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algorithms to spot objects in the scene[38-401, labelling techniques which are the vision analogue 
of parsing14 I-441, mathematical manipulations such as fast Fourier t:.ansforms to remove noise 
or highlight parts of an image, low-level or “early” vision techniques such as those developed 
by Marr and his group at MIT1451 that can transform raw visual data into symbolic represen- 
tations, high-level or “model-driven” techniques such as those developed by Havens and 
Mackworth[46] or Tsotsos[47] which can bring knowledge to bear on the interpretation process, 
and many others.? 
There has been significant progress in determining how to represent he kinds of knowledge 
that humans use in reasoning about their world. Of particular interest have been the elucidation 
of semantic networks[48-501 which allow various kinds of hierarchical organizations of knowl- 
edge to be imposed on information, the creation of frame-based representation schemes[5 1,521 
which allow information to be put into largely separable modules, and the development of 
various “non-monotonic” logic formalisms[53-551 that allow precise definition to be given to 
knowledge representati0ns.l These representation techniques have been used separately or in 
combination in a number of practical applications including constructing natural language front 
ends IO databases (TORUS[56]), structuring databases (e.g. TAXIS[57]), producing digests of 
newsNire stories (Cullingford[58]), doing knowledge based job-shop scheduling (the PDS system 
of FoxI 59j), analyzing irregularities in heart motion (ALVEN[60]), interpreting sketch maps 
(MAPSEE[61]), etc. A good overview of knowledge representation can be found in [62]. 
The development of sophisticated knowledge representation techniques has resulted in the 
development of advanced knowledge representation programming languages (KL-ONE[63], 
KRL[64], etc.). These have been selected as the standard system development languages in 
some AI research laboratories and these systems, or systems like these, may soon underlie the 
applications systems built in these laboratories. Other Al-based programming languages are 
also becoming widely useful. PROLOG[ 65-671, a programming language based on a restricted 
form of quantifier-free first-order logic, is being touted as a language in which it is easy to 
program large software systems since most of the code for any application is in the form of 
easy to interpret logical formulae. The Japanese have chosen PROLOG as the implementation 
language for their Fifth Generation project in advanced automation, not only for this reason but 
also because it seems ideally suited to run on the massively parallel computer architectures the 
Japanese are developing. There are a variety of expert system development languages (OPS[68], 
EMYCIN[23], AGE[69], etc.) that are likely to see widespread use in the coming years. 
A special purpose programming language initially developed at the M.1.T. AI laboratory 
is LOGO1 701. LOGO is a very easy language to use, but is capable of illustrating a wide variety 
of programming concepts and some sophisticated mathematical ideas. As such it is appropriate 
as a first language to be taught to very young children, and an entire philosophy of “student 
initiative learning” has evolved that allows students to incrementally develop a subtle under- 
standing of programming (see Mindstorms[7 11) or geometry (see Turtle Geometry[72]). Authors 
of recent work (LEPUS[73]) have suggested the usefulness of the LOGO approach beyond 
mathematical domains. Another language developed initially with educational aims is SMALL- 
TALK-801741, and although SMALLTALK- is now used for applications other than education, 
educational research based on SMALLTALK- is still progressing (e.g., programming by 
rehearsal175 I). Finally, a number of other AI-based educational applications are being concocted 
(c. f. Ir~telli~erzt Tutoring Systerns[76]). 
Artificial intelligence has also evolved techniques in the area of problem-solving that have 
proven useful in various applied systems. For example, work on a “blackboard” control structure 
(where all information is communicated among modules of a system by posting it on a globally 
accessible “blackboard”) proved useful for co-ordinating the many diverse sources of knowledge 
?Comtraint approaches use entities, e.g.. rivers, bridges, mountains, etc., as objects to be instantiated. Model- 
driven approaches derive from scene domain knowledge how objects can interact. For example, a T-Junction of two 
nnage chains could be a road junction or a river junction or a river going under a bridge. The models are thus n-ary 
constraints on the objects. 
$The definitive characteristic of semantic networks can be put thus: all the information about a conceptual entity 
should be reachable from a common place. Semantic networks can be easily thought of as clever indexing schemes 
for propositional knowledge representations. the network concepts represent intuitively meaningful entities and knowl- 
edge about these entities is directly attached to them. Frames, on the other hand, group pieces of knowledge which 
may be useful for understanding a particular concept or situation. 
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needed in understanding spoken English[77]. It also proved useful as a paradigm for the control 
of distributed computation[78] for traffic monitoring. The contract-net formalism[79] was created 
at the Stanford AI laboratory as another approach to distributing computation (processes “bid” 
on “contracts” posted by other processes, and if they “win” the bid they get to actually carry 
out the computations desired by the initiating process). The development of sophisticated plan- 
ning algorithms has led to a number of interesting applications, including topic selection in 
computer assisted instruction[80], dynamic manpower allocation on job sites1 8 I], air traffic 
controll821, etc. 
This is not an exhaustive accounting of all the AI applications nor all the Al-based techniques 
used in developing these applications. The papers in this special issue will provide more examples 
which illustrate the impact AI has on the “real world”. Before discussing the papers appearing 
in this volume, however, it is appropriate to outline the various basic issues confronting a 
practical AI system. 
4. SOME DESIGN ISSUES OF PRACTICAL ARTIFICIAI 
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS 
It is possible to identify a number of issues which must be faced by anybody trying to 
design a practical AI system. These issues become particularly significant in the design of 
systems attempting to emulate human-level performance, i.e. expert systems, although some 
of them must also be taken into account when building tools for expert system development as 
well. 
Knowledge extraction is perhaps the earliest problem to be faced: how to extract the expert’s 
knowledge of the domain of expertise being modelled. Humans have deeply ingrained knowledge 
which is difficult to extract through introspection alone. However, if confronted by a computing 
system which emulates the procedures they have described, people are able to spot the system’s 
weaknesses and suggest improvements. This leads to the “knowledge elucidation” cycle men- 
tioned earlier, where successively better approximations of the expert’s reasoning processes are 
achieved until a functionally accurate version eventually emerges. 
The problem of knowledge extraction takes on added complexity when many people 
(experts) are asked to provide input into the system design. The knowledge of these individuals 
must be integrated into a single conceptual mode. Without total agreement on the rules they 
use, this integration step may prove difficult. It is practically impossible to integrate knowledge 
of several experts when they start with different conceptual models. For example the design of 
natural language front ends to databases must take into account the fact that different users of 
the database may use different variants of natural language, all of which must be allowed for 
and some of which may be conflicting. Another example: AI-based educational systems must 
be able to handle different kinds of students and different possible teaching strategies. For true 
generality, therefore, it will often be the case that AI application systems need to keep distinct 
user models, and have the ability to alter their behaviour as context shifts are discerned. The 
problem of knowledge integration is likely to prove a continuing problem in the design of 
practical AI systems. 
A problem of man-machine interaction occurs both in the construction of a practical Al 
system and in its subsequent use. During the construction phase, it must be easy to concoct a 
system from scratch (i.e. enter the “code” and the “data”) and to alter the system as experience 
suggests. High-level software design tools and interactive software engineering techniques, 
similar to those mentioned in the last section, are very useful in aiding this system construction 
phase. In the phase where the application system is actually used, the man-machine interface 
must reflect the language and concepts of the “end” user. Techniques ranging from simple 
keyword entry schemes, through less or more sophisticated menu-selection interfaces. through 
to natural language front-ends are possible. The use of graphics can often add immeasurably 
to the quality of the interface. An eventual goal in the design of practical systems is to remove 
the dichotomy between system designer, whose expertise is computing science, and the end 
user, whose expertise is some application domain. This dichotomy manifests itself currently in 
the different languages used by the two types of user. Perhaps, in the future, it may be possible 
to create some “super” interface which can question the end user directly in order to build a 
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system reflecting his expertise, removing the need for a computing scientist “middleman”. 
Such a “super” interface would itself need to be an AI system since it would have to speak 
the user’s language, infer much about the user’s knowledge and beliefs, etc. 
Once a practical AI system has been constructed, its performance must be validated. Of 
course, an informal sort of validation may have already been performed during the knowledge 
elucidation cycle, but this will hardly be sufficient to convince potential end users of the 
system’s performance and robustness. The first necessity is to ensure that the system is fully 
debugged. a difficult problem for most practical AI systems due to their complex nature. Standard 
debugging techniques (running the system many times, creating good test data, tracing the 
system’s execution, etc.) are helpful, but there doesn’t appear to be a totally satisfactory solution 
to this problem. The second necessity is to test the performance of the system against human 
performance in the same tasks. Again, a body of techniques is developing, based largely on 
statistical sampling techniques created by social scientists, (see Softwure Metrics[83]), but no 
universally accepted methodologies have evolved. An often ignored part of the validation process 
would consider the user acceptance of interactive systems and, again, little effort can be found 
to date on such work (see Emergitzg Office Systems[84] and Martin and Cercone[85]). In fact, 
work in this area is still in its infancy, and much attention should soon be focussed on how to 
validate large, complex systems for real-world use. 
A related issue to validation is discerning the coverage of a practical Al system, that is 
determining the range of phenomena accounted for by the system. It is crucially important to 
be able to inform end users about what exactly a system is able to do (and not do) so that the 
end user can decide when to use the system and can judge the credibility of the system’s 
performance. Most computer systems, even AI-based ones, tend to be fairly narrow and in- 
flexible. These systems often have gaps in their knowledge which are sometimes difficult to 
specify and recognize. Even when massive testing is performed some gaps are likely to remain. 
This is a problem that won’t be totally overcome until the system is able to recognize its 
limitations and point them out or correct them automatically. 
How is a practical AI system kept up to date; how do designers maintain the system? The 
real world in which these AI systems operate is constantly changing. New knowledge is always 
being discovered, new techniques developed, old “theories” modified or discredited. Most Al- 
based application systems have either been designed for “one-shot” use (where staying current 
isn’t important) or have relied on the system designer to recognize the need for changes and 
laboriously make them manually. One strength of production system architectures is that rules 
can be easily added and removed, which at least provides a starting point for dealing with the 
maintenance problem. However, the interactions of the new rules with the old rules are unpre- 
dictable, so at a deeper level the problem remains. Research efforts are presently investigating 
how a system can keep itself up to date with less interference from the system designer (see 
Sridharan[86]), and this area also promises to be a fruitful area for research. 
A final issue of some importance to practical AI systems centres on metu-knowledge, or 
how we get a system to reason about itself. This is useful to the system internally, where the 
system might use knowledge of its processes to optimize the solution path of some problem, 
knowledge of its rules to determine whether particular rules are appropriate or not in a given 
situation, and knowledge of its structure to determine its strengths and weaknesses. Such internal 
meta-knowledge is fundamental to solving the coverage and maintenance problems discussed 
earlier. But, meta-knowledge can also be used as a valuable external resource. That is, the 
knowledge incorporated in a large AI application system in some sense forms a theory of the 
domain handled by the system, and this theory, being an explicit, symbolic, executable theory, 
can be used and studied. One way it can be used is in teaching the theory to others, an approach 
taken by Clancey[87] in formulating a computer assisted instruction system to teach the diagnosis 
of blood disorders using the MYCIN rules (an enterprise helped, it must be added, by the fact 
that production rules can be easily treated as data). The theory that an AI application system 
constitutes can also be used to reflect on what the theory says about the accepted wisdom of 
the domain being modelled. It is entirely possible that such a theory will shed new light on the 
domain. Certainly the knowledge elucidation cycle suggests that individual experts gain con- 
siderable insight into their understanding of the domain. This is perhaps the most exciting 
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possibility which artificial intelligence offers to science-the possibility of new and better 
theories created as a result of trying to implement the current theories. 
5. ABOUT THIS ISSUE 
This special collection of papers on practical artificial intelligence systems represents a 
sample of the variety of research efforts of active researchers in the field. Some of the articles 
are survey and tutorial in part, while others outline the details of particular approaches to 
particular application endeavours. Together they form a “relatively” self contained set of 
materials which should be of interest to novices and experienced researchers alike. This collection 
of 8 articles (including this article) representing 16 researchers includes selections from engi- 
neers, philosophers, psychologists, linguists, medical doctors and (predominately) computing 
scientists. 
The first paper by Janice Glasgow and Roger Browse explores the languages used in 
artificial intelligence research. Glasgow and Browse begin by describing LISP and Prolog, the 
two most popular languages for artificial intelligence research. They proceed to describe the 
Nested Interactive Array Language (NIAL), a new language which combines logic and functional 
programming capabilities. This article contains many examples and makes comparisons, where 
appropriate, between the NIAL system and LISP and Prolog which demonstrate that NIAL 
meets the basic requirements for artificial intelligence applications. 
Tom Bylander, Sanjay Mittal and B. Chandrasekaran then present CSRL: a language in 
which to build expert systems for diagnosis. CSRL (Conceptual Structures Representation 
Language) facilitates the development of expert diagnosis systems based on a paradigm of 
“cooperating diagnostic specialists”. In their approach diagnostic reasoning is one of several 
generic tasks, each of which requires a particular organisation and problem-solving structure. 
A diagnostic structure is composed of a collection of specialists which correspond to potential 
hypotheses about the current case. These structures are organised as a diagnostic hierarchy, 
e.g. a classification of diseases. CSRL is the language for representing the specialists of a 
diagnostic hierarchy and the diagnostic knowledge contained within. 
Knowledge structures for planning in realistic domains is the title of the paper by N. S. 
Sridharan and J. L. Bresina. They discuss techniques for representing and organising knowledge 
that enable a planning system to work effectively in large and realistic task domains. In doing 
so, Sridharan and Bresina consider the following engineering issues: (i) generating and manip- 
ulating large and complex plans; (ii) managing large and complex knowledge bases; and (iii) 
operating with an incomplete knowledge base and/or world model. Throughout the paper the 
authors reflect a policy of developing common representations useful in many modules of the 
planning system. Thus they present uniform representations for (i) descriptions of objects and 
actions, including partial and indefinite descriptions and (ii) world knowledge of task domains 
as well as providing (iii) a trace of the planning process which includes alternative solutions 
and (iv) an organisational mechanism for both the world knowledge as well as the knowledge 
gathered during the planning process. 
SHADOW, a natural language query interpreter which is capable of analysing and answering 
a useful range of English questions posed to a Prolog database is described by Robert Hadley. 
The system is written in Prolog, and although SHADOW deals primarily with a specific 
academic database, it has been designed so that adaptation for use on arbitrary databases written 
in Prolog is straightforward. The system is capable of analysing and interpreting certain prob- 
lematic types of queries, such as those which involve ambiguous use of logical quantifiers, and 
those involving very complex set intersections. SHADOW also disambiguates certain questions 
and detects and reports three types of false presuppositions. 
Jay Glicksman reports on symbiosis in computational vision systems. In symbiotic systems 
there is a large range of possibilities for the type and amount of interaction that the human 
expert must provide. This can range from minor aid to the computer system when it reaches 
an ambiguity that it cannot resolve to major control of the processing in complicated regions 
of the image. Symbiotic vision systems must allow the user to access the system at the point 
in the range which is suitab!e. In addition, the system must have facilities to both present 
information and accept “advice” from the expert in a way that is natural and convenient. 
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Glicksman presents two example systems which illustrate different ways in which these problems 
have been solved. The first example, MISSEE, uses a cycle of perception combined with a 
schema-based system architecture to provide a flexible framework in which the user can select 
the amount of interaction he wishes to undertake. The second example, which carries out the 
normal move out phase of seismic data processing has a more limited focus but provides a 
natural means of communications. 
The application of artificial intelligence within education is the concern of Marlene Jones 
Colbourn. In addition to computer aided instruction (CAI) systems, Colboum discusses the 
development of learning environments which are designed to facilitate student-initiated learning 
and the use of expert systems to assist with educational diagnosis and assessment. During the 
course of her discussion of these three major application areas, Colboum indicates where artificial 
intelligence has played a major role in the development of such systems, and where further 
research is required in order to overcome current limitations. 
We conclude this special issue with “MDX-MYCIN: the MDX paradigm applied to the 
MYCIN domain” by Jon Sticklen, B. Chandrasekaran, J. W. Smith, and John Svirbely. In 
order to study the relationship between the domain characteristics and problem-solving ap- 
proaches of MDX and MYCIN, the authors constructed an MDX-like system for a subdomain 
of MYCIN, and conducted a number of experiments on the resulting system. The results 
demonstrate that the MDX paradigm is effective in this domain, and, additionally, offers 
knowledge engineering advantages along the dimensions of debugging ease and system 
extensibility. 
It is our hope that these articles will inform, educate and engender interest in artificial 
intelligence approaches to building practical “intelligent” computing systems. For those with 
only a passing interest in this research, this special collection should serve to introduce some 
of the issues surrounding the design of such systems as well as an introduction to the depth 
and diversity of research efforts in the field. 
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